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How the UW Light-Rail Station Transformed an Intersection

charles tonderai mudede

A Bridge to Somewhere Important

i must begin by pointing out the function of beauty in bike 
and pedestrian infrastructure. It is not just a matter of aesthet-
ics, nor is it about moral improvement, as in the City Beau-
tiful understanding of things. Rather, beauty presents one of 
the most e� ective social engineering tools a planner can use 
to transform our mental conceptions about transportation. 
The human is a social animal—one that constantly reads his 
or her surroundings (the human world) to see what is and is 
not valued, what is and is not honored, what does and does not 
make us look good to others. And so it is with sidewalks, bike-
ways, and infrastructure of that nature. If we see these things 
as neglected or designed in a half-baked manner, we assume 
that our society has a very low opinion of them and their users. 
An ugly sidewalk makes you an ugly pedestrian.  

To quote the popular former mayor of Bogotá Enrique 
Peñalosa: “A [beautiful] bikeway is a symbol that shows that 
a citizen on a $30 bicycle is equally important as a citizen in a 
$30,000 car.” We cannot underestimate the importance of this 
understanding—what does design show or tell citizens? People 
want to do what they perceive is respectable. 

And so it is with the admirable new pedestrian bridge that 
links the superb new University of Washington light-rail station 
with the southwest corner of the school’s campus. It is a work 
of beauty—it embodies simplicity, grace, and an aristocratic 
indi� erence to the horrible tra�  c that o� en clogs this section 
of Montlake Boulevard. When you leave the station and look 
south, you see cars going nowhere soon, and in the distance, 
below a tangle of tra�  c lights that seems to be making matters 
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worse, the UW Medical Center. Turning 
to the north, you see the pedestrian 
bridge rise and smoothly span above 
it all. It’s a bridge you want to be on 
because you like yourself, and you like to 
be liked, and you like what you see, and 
like likes like. 

Three teams made this bridge and its 
site a success. The work on the campus 
side of Montlake Boulevard was a collab-
oration between GGN (landscape archi-
tects) and KPFF (engineers). The bridge 
itself was designed by LMN Architects, 
who also designed the station, which, in 
my opinion, is the best on the line. Swi�  
Company designed the UW station site.

The station’s site design is integral to 
the project’s beauty, as it leads your eye 
north to the bridge the moment a� er you look south in despair 
at a congested mess of cars. Bringing your gaze around you see 
features such as the concrete seat wall, site furnishings, and an 
elegantly austere arrangement of plants and lighting, all guid-
ing you toward a better way (a ramp or the steps). 

“We were very mindful not to � ght the [bridge’s] desire line,” 
explains Gareth Loveridge, the project manager for Swi�  Com-
pany’s contribution to the bridge. “We wanted to work with the 
desire line, enhance it ... It’s what captures the eyes and tells 
the person this is the way they want to go. They feel they want 
to go there. You do not want to waste your time doing this. You 
want to do that.” Later he says: “[The bridge and the way we 
saw the project] is about knowing where you are and where 
you want to go. It’s very clear and direct. The gentle arch that 
leads this way to [the other side], the sweep, the views you 
expect to � nd.” 

The site is also set to become forest-y. Swift Company is 
very excited about this leafy future. They planted 10 oaks and, 
indeed, the project they set into motion will not really be � n-
ished until they are fully grown. And these trees take their own 
sweet time—oaks can live for 300 years—“but in 20 they will 
have an impact,” promises Loveridge. 

Again, all of this is just adding beauty to a work of pedes-
trian and bike infrastructure. This is what matters most. The 
concern, the thoughtful work by all involved to make the site 
as desirable as possible. People will not miss it. They will want 
to be part of it. We all want to be beautiful.
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